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CSCSPA To Talk
On College Fees
Discussion of a possible raise in
state college fees will be a major
item on the agenda of the California State College Student Presidents Association ICSCSPA) conference in San Francisco today

Committee
To Discuss
Proposal
The possibility of opening Academic Council meetings to the
public will be discussed by the
council’s Constitution and By-Laws
Committee today.
The ad hoc committee, headed
by Dr. Burton Brazil, professor
of political science, will study proposals to amend the present constitutional by-laws which stipulates
that council meetings shall be
closed.
The committee is meeting for
the first time since Dr. Gerald
Wheeler, chairman of the council,
requested a study to investigate
the validity and desirability of the
present closed-door policies.
Dr. Brazil said that he expected
final recommendations to be sent
to the Academic Council at the
end of January.
Members of the committee are:
Dr. William Dusel, vice-president;
Dr. John Gilbaugh, clean of the
college; Dr. Milburn Wright. dean,
division of business; Dr. Gertrude
Corcoran, associate professor of
education; Dr. George McCallum,
professor of biology; Dr. Brett
Melendy, professor of history; Dr.
Ralph Parkman, professor of Materials Science; Dr. Richard Tansey, professor of art; and Dr.
William Tidwell, professor of microbiology.

EUGENE ISTOMIN
. cancels performance

Pianist lstomin
Injures Hand;
Cancels Concert
Concert pianist Eugene Istomin
has cancelled his SJS performance
for tonight due to an injury to his
hand.
According to Miss Pam Mangseth, chairman of the Spartan Programs Committee, Istomin informed her he had cut his hand
Wednesday in Spokane, Washington.
He said he plans to return to
the West Coast on Jan. 7 for the
SJS concert. He stressed he would
give a "knock -out" performance
on the rescheduled date.
Miss Mangseth stated tickets for
Istomin’s concert would be honored
nn Jan. 7. His appearance at SJS
will he sponsored by the Associated
Suck:Ms.
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’No Pills Given Here’
BOB COMPTON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Birth control pills are now being
prescribed to engaged students by
Stanford University’s S t udent
Health Service, according to a recently published report.
However, this isn’t the case at
SJS’ Student Health Center, reports Dr. Thomas Gray, director
of the health service.
’NOT A PROBLEM’

Photo by Paul Segueira

Newsman Flies

NBC award winning newsman,
Merrill Mueller, flew directly to
SJS from the Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colo.,
+0 speak Friday in the ASB Lecture Committee series.

Newsman Predicts World
To Stay in Twilight Zone
"We will never have peace in our
generation, nor will we ever see
total war. We are in the twilight
zone of neither peace nor war and
probably will be for several generations."
This was the prediction c>f Merrill Mueller, NBC radio and TV
commentator, as he addressed a
midmorning Concert Hall audience
yesterday.
In his address Mueller said that
of the 3,000 years of civilization’s
existence there have been only 280
years peace.
"People who campaign for peace
are asking for something abnormal
of man," he statEst
Mueller discussed six principle

Spartacamp
Interviews
To Conclude Sigma
Interviews conclude today for
students interested in serving as
counselors for the 13th annual
Spartacamp scheduled at Asilomar
in March. 1966.
The interviews will be held in
the College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.
Coun.selors for the retreat lead
workshops and discussions and supervise various extracurricular activities.
Spartacamp counselors must
have a 2.0 grade average. No previous experience or attendance at
Spartacamp is necessary.
Interviews will be held today
through Sunday for members for
the Foreign Orientation Committee.
All the interviews will be held
in LN301. Interview times are:
today, 1-5 p.m.; tomorrow, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.; and Sunday, 1-5 p.m.
’Mc purpose of the committee,
part of the ASH Interculural
Steering Committee, is to familiarize foreign students interested
in attending SJS with the campus
and educational requirements and
procedures.
ASB has scheduled interviews
Monday at 2:30 p.m. for applicants interested in filling the recently vacated poxt of Graduate
Representaive on Student Council. interviews will be conducted in
the College Union.
The Council vacancy occurred
when Miss Patty Givens resigned
upon withdrawing from SJS.
Persons interested in the post
must have a 2.25 cumulative grade
average, be on clear academic
status, hold no other major appointive or elective ASB posts
and he A bona fide member of the
grtuluate class.
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first meting Monday
at 3:30 p.m. In Cafeteria A
and B, Dick Soto, wow-wilily
eecutive director sald.
1114141

Birth Control Policy

through Sunday, ASB Pres. John
Hendricks said yesterday.
Hendricks and ASB Treasurer
Bill Clark will attend the threeday meet in the Sheraton-Palace
Hotel.
Other issues on the CSCSPA
agenda include the Collier Bill and
the possibility of charging tuition
at state colleges.
COLLIER BILL
The Collier Bill, proposed by
Assemblyman John "Bud" Collier,
R-South Pasadena, calls for a
"learn-earn -reimburse" plan.
The bill calls for the student
to pay back over a 20-year period
a specific tax based on the yearly
wage after graduation and the
cost of instruction for the years
the student atended college.
Should the student not earn
a minimum yearly wage of $4,000
no payment would be required that
year and the student’s obligation
would cease after 20 years whether
it was paid or not.
Hendricks predicted the CSCSPA will reject the Collier plan as
"unworkable." He also expects the
association to reiterate its longstanding opposition to tuition.
STARTS AT 3
The conference begins at 3 p.m.
today and ends at 3 p.m. Sunday
with appropriate breaks for food
and rest.
Hendricks, executive vice-president of CSCSPA, said the association will first meet in general
session, and then break up into
smaller committee meetings.
Each school’s delegate and alternate delegates, Hendricks and
Clark from SJS, may participate
in debate and cast votes in committees. Schools are allowed only
one vote in general sessions, however, Hendricks said.
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Frosh Assembly

Nu
Swingathon
Ends Today

Sigma Nu’s fourth a nnual
"Swingathon" swing for toys will
come to a conclusion this afternoon at 5. The "swing" ends because the brothers will break the
record for consecutive hours of
swinging at Sigma Nu’s house,
148 S. llth St.
Jack McLesky, Sigma Nu
"Swingathon" chairman, said the
103 hour five-day swing was "a
complete success."
The pre v ious "Swingathon"
swinging reeord was 102 hours
which was set last year.
Highlighting today’s closing program at the Sigma Nu house will
be two rock ’n roll bands; the
Livin’ Ends at 2:30 p.m., and
the Bundles, who’ll be entertaining at 4 p.m.
"Squeaky" Martin and William
F. Williams, DJ’s from KLIV, a
San Jose rock ’n roll radio station,
will also appear.
McLesky stated that thousands
nf toys have been collected and
donated to Sigma Nu for the
Marines’ "Toys for Tots" drive.
"People have been very generous
in supporting our program," McLesky said.
McLesky also said that the
largest donation wax $4,000 from
White Front department store in
San Jose.
"Although the ’Swingathon’ concludes today we will he aecepting
tny donatinns next week." McLesky added.

areas that he termed imperative
to the progress of manizind. He
warned the audience to regard
closely peace, the nation’s economy, racial justice, foreign policy
and politics and the space effort
"American teenagers are the
most spoiled people in the world,"
he declared. "It is part of their
responsibility to the pressures and
seek peace through continuing education."
Concerning the economy Mueller stated that experts are panicking too early and not counting
logically on the healthy U.S. financial reserve.
Touching on racial justice, Mueller described this era as the "end
of the Civil War." "No progress
will take place unless the moral
question of racial justice is solved,"
he noted.
Mueller, who has covered international news for more than 25
years, said Russia has left her
traditional role as a revolutionist.
"For once her people have something material and they do not
want a major war.’’
"The [dorsi-thirsty warmongers
are in Peking," he claimed. Politically, the veteran journalist explained that the ’loyal opposition’,
the GOP, has developed into various splinter groups which he described as dangerous. "You cannot
have an effective democracy with
splinter grotu*.
Congress." He
expressed a det re to see a strong
label
Republican
fusion under a
that would initiate a healthy GOP
cnmeback.
Finally Weller briefly discussed
the space effort citing examples
of merlieal progress that have been
made possible thmugh developments in the space industry.
The award winning newsman
came directly to SJS from the
Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs. After his speech he attend a short reception coffee hour
and flew back to New York where
he will go immediately to Cape
Kennedy in time to broadcast the
flight of the Gemini 6, seheduled
to blast off early Sunday morning.

"Prescribing oral contraceptives
is not considered a problem of the
college health center," Dr. Gray
said.
This was Dr. Gray’s reply in
regard to a story in the San Jose
News last week, which reported
that "several hundred unmarried
women on campus each year are
given prescriptions for contraceptives . . ."
Dr. Gray stated that the reason
for SJS health center not including such a program was not based
on "moral grounds." He said that
it "wasn’t the health center’s duty
to prescribe such pills."
"There’s no specific written policy concerning this (oral contraceptives)," Dr. Gray said.
NATIONAL PLAN
SJS’ health service, like those
of all California state colleges, is
based on a national health plan,
which doesn’t include prescribing

Socialist Movies
Sef Today, 1:30
The Young Socialist Alliance
(YSA) will present two documentary films today at 1:30 p.m. in
E132. Admission is $1.
"VenezuelaThe Next Cuba?"
filmed by Venezuelan guerrillas in
1964 and earlier this year, includes
shots of the 1958 Venezuelan revolution, according to Peer Vinther,
YSA spokesman.
The picture features actual footage taken at the Bay of Pigs invasion of 1961. The filming was
done by Cubans.
Narration in English will accompany both pictures. Vinther related
that this is the premier showing
of both films.

Friday Flick
, 1," starring John WaYne,
Red Buttons, Elsa Martinelli and
Bruce Cabot, will he tonight’s
Friday Fliek.
Starting times are 6:30 and 9:30
n.m. In TH55. Admission is 33
cents.

Show Rehearsal

oral contraceptives, according to
Dr. Gray.
"All state colleges are pretty
much alike in their health services,
but there are slight variations,"
he reported.
The SJS physician said that he
saw no reason to think that this
program and pattern of the health
service would change.
Dr. Gray said that "very few"
coeds at SJS have asked for any
oral contraceptives at the health

center. He also noted that he
had "never heard of any parents
inquiring if their daughters were
requesting such pills. The coed.s
probably would use their own family physician to obtain such pills."
He said that any married persons who requested the pills were
directed to ?hysicians outside SJS.
Dr. Gmy stated that he had
"heard of no other school other
than Stanford having such a
service."

Greek Benefit Show
Tomorrow at Civic
By LaVELLE JACKSON
Spartiut Daily Staff Writer
With the theme "A great show ... an even greater cause," Theta
Chi fraternity will stage its 14th annual All-Greek Show tomorrow
night in Civic Auditorium with proceeds benefiting families of American. servicemen killed or injured in Viet Nam.
The 10-act musical variety program, involving over 400 performers,
will begin at 8 p.m. Five soroitities and five fraternities are participating in the show.
Show director Gil Lowry reports that 1,800 tickets have already
been sold for the program. Tickets may be bought at the door for $1.
per person and $1.50 per couple.
Theta Chi announced early last week that all proceeds from the
show would be donated to a number of Viet Nam servicemen’s families.
Miss Matthews, a Red Cross director, has prepared a special list of
such families with financial needs.
Frank Maguire, assistant director for the show, explained the
purpose of the benefit last week when he said, "We want to do our
part to let the victims (of the Viet Narn war) know they are not a
forgotten group."
"The whole system has united behind the show," Lowry said.
’’This cause is all they (the Greeks) needed to get together."
The two-hour program will be divided into two parts of five acts
each.
The first five acts include: "We had a lot of living to do," Alpha
Chi Omega; "Facets of Conflict," Sigma Phi Epsilon; "So Very San
Francisco," Kappa Alpha Theta; "The Night Before Christmas."
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; and "I’m Five," Delta Gamma.
The second half will include: "Thi.s is my Country," Kappa Kappa
Ganuna; "Fraternities and All That Jazz," Sigma Chi; "Bye, Bye,
Bertie," Delta Upsilon; "We’ve Got Elegance," Gamma Phi Beta;
and "The Greeks, A Foik Histoiy," Delta Sigma Phi.
The acts will be judged on the basis of originality, preparation and
presentation. Judging the show will be Dr. Joseph S. Pace, mayor of
San Jose; Lt. Col. Vernon L. Head, chairman of SJS Aerospace Studies;
Miss Betty Lou Mathes, 1965 Homecoming Queen, and Prof. Jack
Holland, chairman of the SJS Department of MAnagement
Sweepstaices award for the show will be a $100 scholarship, arid
$25--svill be offered in both the fraternity and somrity divisions.

.
by 8.11 Ln,nerri
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority rehearses its act, "So Very San
Francisco," for the 14th annual All -Greek Show to be staged
tomorrow night at Civic Auditorium. The act is one of ten in the
musical variety program. Rehearsing, left to right, are Andy
Lerios, Pat Bodnar, Gay Rossi, Joanne Sobey, Carol Michael, and
Cynthia Burkinshaw.
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By CARY KOEGLE
Recently an ad appeared in a trade
magazine offering a complete campaign
organization to run a campaign ill the
upcoming elections for one of the top
spots in the state.

Editorial Comment

had to do was apply to this
All
firm anti list one’s qualifications and if
you were lucky you mighl just be in the
race.
So, now what happens if someone,
in these (lays of political intrigue’, infiltrates the PR firni of the opposition and
just nianages to help with such things
am speech writing?

Raise ASB Fees
The tident body and the kS11 may
lie headed toward a colossal budget
crisis either this year or next year.
Such a crisis may occur next semester
during kSli budget deliberations when
there simply may not be enough funds
to finance all necessary activ ities. %it
immediate increase in ASR fees is
demanded to prevent this disaster.
Student -financed activities have increased at a steady rate during the
last five years. Today, for example, the
ASH is financing many cultural autivities as well as traditional social and
athletic ex ents. In addit. . more and
more campus groups are approaching
the %SR to prov ide them with budgetary support.
Meanwhile. the actual revenue from
students fees is not keeping pace with
the constantly increasing demand for
serv ices and steatlily expanding
cosis of all activities. The $7.50 sefilo:stet-1y student fee provides some
LIMO a year in total revenue. While
this income figure remains constant,
die demands upon it continues to
grow.
I.ast spring, the Financial Idvisory
Roard ( FAH) requested all campus
groups to take a 10 per cent, acrossthe-board. budget cut. This action

clearly indicates FAB’s concern and
rerognition of the budget problem.
Although some students expressed
surprise at FAFFs action. there was no
general student rebellion. The completed 1965-66 budget is the "tightest"
in SJS history. If further cuts are extensh ely required this year, student
reaction may be bitter and furious.
California state colleges are allowed to charge students a maximum
fee of $20 per year. Presently, SJS
charges $7.50 a semester, plus $2 for
tlw six-week summer session and 50
t.ents for the four-week summer session
a maximum possible total of S17.50.
To prov ide the needed budget relief, summer fees should be reduced
to 50 cents for the 10 week summer
program. The remaining a in ount
sl
Id be added to senicsierly ASH
fees thus raising them from s7.50 to
S9.511 per semester. Such an increase
would add S80,000 to the ASH budget
each year.
The current ASB fee is unrealistic
and inadequate. The budget tnust be
increased to provide the funds for
Nastly expanding services and activities. Only an increase in the fees will
increase the budget and preent a possibly damaging and harmful crisis.

Guest Editorial

Reservation for Parley
The (man ...... s Uni te. I N a lions decision
to convent. a world di-arniament conference, including the Chinese People’s Republic tRed China) is welcome indeed.
U.N. Secretary General U Thant said,
upon passage of the proposal, " I sincerely trust that we are now launched upon
a course which will contribute in an important way to the goal of establishing
a peaceful world community . . ." We
certainly hope so. and this action offers
legitimate reason for optimism, but we
might be a little less skeptical had the
United States not reserved its decision on
attending the conference. The kind of
alternative course such a "reserved decision" seeks to leave open does not coincide with an overriding interest in world
peace.
This reservation by our government
recalls its reservati .... s concerning the
Genma Accords on Indochina in 1954 and
its signing of a separate agreement to
abide by the treaty’s provisions
a
prelude to our present involvement in
Vietnani.
Nationalist China. refusing to take part
in the vote, warned that Red China would
seek to tl ..... Mate or undermine the conference. One
I discount this danger,
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hut the U.S. attitude itself constitutes a
.... r threat.
We hope these and other potential
difficulties are overcome in going ahead
with the conference. The troubles delegates
will have once they start grappling with
the number one prohleni of our age are
formidable enough that they should dissuade any prospective party from a petty
refusal to at least begin.
Minnesota Daily
December 1, 1965

WESTERN GOVERNOR

"Take from me my fired, my

poo r, my counter-revolutionaries . . ."

Guest Room

New Student ’Flunking’
By JACK E. PERKINS

die word "incompetence" denotes a want

Senior Representative, Student Council

of physical, intellectual or moral ability,
and there is no such lack of native ability
on the part of the students putting out
the New Student. The rub lies in the fact
that this ability is being used ill create
a highly biased account of events.
This bias is painfully obvious to anyone who has been as close to the eventa
in student government as I have been.
Unfortunately, most students have had the
opportunity for such contact and, consequently, have little else to go on except
the words of the New Student.
As a result of this situation, the most
critically minded students have developed
a vague mistrust of everything,that student
government tries to -accomplish.
Could it he that the people behind
the New Student are motivated by nothing
more than a cynical desire to grab power
in the spring ASB elections? Is it possible
that this group is actively probing for
every conceivable means of discrediting
the current administration, regardless of
the detrimental effect on the functioning
of the government?
Perhaps I, myself, am indulging in
deprecatory hints and insinuations. Perhaps the group behind the New Student
sincerely wishes to be a force of good on
the campus. If this is the case, it had
better take a long, hard look at its current
editorial polic y, for it is failing to
accomplish itt4 aim.

This particular senior representative
is fed up with what appears to be a "rule
or ruin" campaign being e lucted by the
"New Student" on this campus. The selfstyled student journalists who are responsible appear to be more concerned with
political manemer and counter-maneuver
than with anything resembling constructive
criticism of the current student government.
Far be it from me to deny one the
right of expressing his views on any subject. Dissent and honest differences of
opinion are signs of a healthy government
on any level. There are, however, serious
questions of style that must be brought
tip in discussing the current "criticisms"
of the Hendricks machine," SPUR party,
etc.
In point of fact, they are not criticisms
at all, but a series of half-truths, innuendoes and distortions of facts. Using the
tools of heavy-handed sarcasm and hunmrless diatribe, the New Student spreads its
negative message of doubt and mistrust
throughout the student body. The results
of such efforts can only be to the detriment of effective student government.
lf the perpetrators of the New Student
are truly concerned with the welfare and
the rights of the students, one can attribute their mistakes to incompetence. Bid.

Scene: Press conference in a. -large
western state. A well known governor is
making his long anticipated announce/lit-lit
emicerning the upcoming gubernatorial
election in hib state.
Governor--Well ,well, well, good morning gentlemen. I’m here to make a statement for the press.
I would like to preface that statement
with a few remarks. You all know that,
during my administration, many great
things have happened in and for dila" slate.
GREENER TREES
We have become the largest side
population-wise in the union. The trees
have become greener and the sireaniS
bluer and the air, alt., er, all it’s been a
great administration.
Looking back over the positive ’record
that I have accumulated and the things
that I have done to, all, for thik great
state, the details of which are far too
numerous to mention and most of which
escape my memory at the moniet, and
seeing the type of extremist the oppdsition
wants to pit against me in the fortheominsg
election, there is but one course for me
to take.
SLIP OF TONGUE

*,

It is with deep humility and with the
best interests of this our beloved. state
in mind that I hereby announce that I
am not a candidate . . . ah, no that is
not right ... ali (to himself- I came here
to say I was running) all, er, I AM a
candidate for the governorship.
The moral for this story is, of course,
don’t trust your friendly public relations’
firm with all your campaignit could
make you look even worse.

Thrust and Parry

Clergy, Students Debate New Applications of Ideals
Ministers Say Religion
Not ’Individual-Based’
Editor:
Regarding the letter by Elaine Thome and
Donna McQuilken in Wednesday’s Thrust and
Parry, three points need clarification. (We
speak only for ourselves.)
1. The kind of nationalism receiving our
criticism is the type expressed in the statement: "My country, right or wrong." It is
naive to think that this kind of idolatrous
nationalism has limn banished from the
American scene.
A better kind of nationalism is loyalty
to one’s country where such loyalty is due.
But it is at this point where the distinction
between rendering unto Caesar the things
that are Caesar’s and unto God the things
that are God’s becomes crucial, Because often
those who most fetvently pmmote nationalism forget just this distinction.
It was precisely the attempt to "combine
Christianity and the political philosophy of
the nation" that we were warning against
in being cntical of Pres. Johnson’s attempt
to use God to support our nation’s policy.
2. The letter seemed to assume that our
position is trying to promote the kingdom
of heaven through social action. Nothing
could be further from the truth. The purpose
of social action is to seek for proximate goals
and basic justice among men in society.
Nothing man can do wiii bring in the
kingdom of God. But, as Christians, we must
not abandon the social order to everyone
except Christians.

3. We believe that as Christians we are
called upon to love our neighbors. But what
is an act of love? The letter seems to hint
that Christian love can only be expressed
in the relationship of one individual to another. To hold exclusively to this view is to
ignore the social and corporate nature of our
life together.
You cannot deal with a social issue in
merely individualistic terms. To reduce Christian witness to mere individualism is to reduce
it to impotence. We believe that Jesus Christ
is Lord of history, not merely the individual
soul.
Rev. Mark Rutledge,
United Church of Christ Campus Pastor
Rev. Roy C. Hoch
Lutheran Campus Pastor (NLC)

’Christian Club Excels
With Social Activities’
Editor:
I would like to reply to the liter titled,
"Limitless Christianity Has No Nationalism,"
Thrust and Parry, Dec. 8.
Christians for Social Action is doing more
than any group on campus to spread the
Gospel of Christ by practicing it and not just
preaching it. The Bible teaches that all men
are brothers and that we are to love our
brothers.
7’his love can have no artificial boundaries
such as "loyalty to one’s government, countrYmen, culture and tradition." The supreme
loyalty of the Christian should be loyalty to
Christ, not loyalty to country,

Christ was one of the greatest radicals of
all time. He was executed by "the system"
or the "establishment" of His time. His
disciples were persecuted, thrown in prison
and executed for His sake.
Today we need more Christians like Paul,
Peter, and Christ Himself. We need Christians
who are willing to suffer all things, including
physical harm, imprisonment, and even death,
for the sake of Christ and His teachings.
Ron Gracia A15857

cessful, Russians accepted the shootings at
the Berlin Wall and the crushing of the Hungarian revolt in the name of anti-capitalism,
Americans supported Pres. McKinley’s pious
intention to "uplift and Christianize little
brown brothers" (though more than 100,000
Filipinos died in the pmcessi, and western
pioneers preferred dead Indians to Red
Indians, etc. ad nauseam.
Dr. Peter H. King
Assistant Professor of ..... unities

’History, Polls Show
Majority Does Agree’

’Modern Church Voice ,
Sparks Controversy’

Editor:
I believe you are right in accepting the
verdict of the polls that 75 per cent of American students support the war in Viet Nam.
I a.ssume that they are willing to kill another
quarter of a million Vietnamese in the name
of anti -communism. You might derive further
support for your argument from a study of
history.
I think that most historians would agree
that in the cause of duty, truth, religion,
civilization and patriotism at various times
a majority of Romans favored the extermination of large numbers of Jews or Christians
for their obviously un-Roman activities,
Athenians agreed that Meliarts merited death
for refusing to fight the Spartans, Spanish
Catholics preferred to exterminate the Dutch
rather than have them live as Pmtestants,
Englishmen condoned the slaughter of Irish
Ca t hol tes, Hindus, and heathen Africans,
Germans supported Hitler while he was suc-

Editor:
It seems that the job of a Christian is t
bring the concept of love and peace to th
heights of man’s thinking processes. Th*
church has not spoken out enough about
our contemporary society.
When it does, however, it is criticized
by some just as the VDC is criticized by
many. It is extremely easy for the church
to nurture itself via the umbilical cord of
history; however, it is difficult for the church
to take a position on a specific issue and
expect to be extolled for it. Exclusive of thit4
rendering unto Caesar has its limitations.
Reform is upon us. The "suburban church’.
is dead. The "new breed" is small but alive.
The church must emerge from seclusion,
observe the world as it is, and be heard.
Those who feel uneasy about the positions of
CSA should probably consider reevaluating
their own concepts.
Homer notnstm
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Decorations Judged
Final judging of the 26 entries in
the AWS Christmas Door Decoration Contest will be held this afternoon, according to Miss Linda
Weeden, contest chairman.
The contest, open to all women’s
living centers, will be judged by
Miss Berneice Ryan, SJS housing
counselor, Miss Anna Ballarian,
assistant professor of art and Henry Schiro, of Rose Marie Florists.
Awards for the top three displays
will be presented at the Christmas tree lighting ceremonies on
Seventh Street Wednesday night.
The 26 entries include Alpha Chi
Omega, Alpha Omicron Pi, Alpha

’infil-

S and
things

’large

Phi, Bell Manor Apar tment s,
Blackmore Hall, Catholic Women’s
Center. Chez Nous, Chi Omega,
Charelen, Colonial Hall, Delta
Zeta, Gamma Phi Beta.
Also entered are Gordon Hall,
Hcover Hall, Ivy Hall, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Delta, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Kennedy Hall,
Magnolia Manor, Merri Lee Hall,
Nancy Hanks Manor, Phi Mu, Sigma Kappa and Tranquil Manor.

The SJS chapter of Kappa Tau
Alpha, national fraternity honoring scholarship in journalsm,
initate 10 new members at a
meeting Tuesday at 12:30 in J201.
Initiates are Roger Allen, Gary
Hubbard, LaVelle Jackson, Michel
Janicot, Scott Moore, Sharon
saki, Paul Savoie, Patricia Sharp.
Judith Walter and Charlotte Wong.
Prospective members of Kappa
SHIRLEY’S NEXT
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Shirley Tau Alpha are chosen by the facMacLaine’s next starring role will ulty and alumni of the department
be in "Gambit," a romantic sus- of journalism and advertising.
pcnse comedy.
In order to be eligible, a student
must have completed at least five
semesters of study as a journalism or public relations major at
SJS and rank in the upper 10 per
of his class in his field.
Kathy Norris and David Della Maggiore are the only members of
the fraternty at the present time,
the others having graduated last
I
spring.
Election of new officers will be
held at the conclusion of initiation
ceremonies, according to Charles
V. Kappen, department chairman
and faculty adviser, SJS chapter.
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Two Students Tie
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Awarded Tickets
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GLYCINE

AUTOMATIC CALENDAR WATCH
With Matching Mesh Bracelet

Ted Weisgal and Friuicis L.
Wong are co-winners of last
week’s Spartan Sweepstakes contest.
Both were awarded free roundtrip tickets to Los Angeles which
is donated by Pacfic Southwest
Airlines.
Weisgal, a junior f rom Los
Angeles, plans to use his ticket
to visit his family and friends and
during semester break. Wong,
freshman engineering student, has
not made plans yet.
The two winners correctly identified Cal Bookstore with the
Sweepstakes rhyme, and both had
the same total score which came
nearest the SJS-SF State basketball game results.
United Artist Theater tickets
were wort by the five runners-up,
Ronald L. Collins, Ed Stone, Duane
Okamoto. A. L. Jones and Dan Velasco

Street Agreements

FEATURING:

RicaROa’s

The Shadygrove Singers
Wed., Fri. and Sun.
The Cal IV Thurs. and Sat.
Jim Lewis and Trio Mon.

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
starts at 9 p.m.

ULTRA

SLIM DESIGN

SWISS MADE
So tightly sealed even a skin diver can enjoy it!
Glycine’s new Compressor case** uses outside
pressure to eliminate moisture penetration. Result is a super waterproof watch with peerless
accuracy. We’re pleased to be among America’s
first to introduce it. Virile in design, too. Stainless with matching bracelet, $55.00. Gold finish
with gold-filled bracelet, $59.50.
Watorproof as long as case, crown and crystal aTe ;atm
Sivois Patent 313.813

By PAT HEFFERNAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Do you ever wonder if all those
G.E. courses and "requirements in
major" are worth taking?
Well the engineering department
began wondering last year and decided to find out by asking engineering graduates in the field what
courses they think are useful.
The results of the survey are
now available and probably won’t
surprise too many engineering undergraduates.
The initial analysis of "A Study
of the Engineering Graduate" correlates replies from 367 graduates
who responded to a questionnaire
asking them to rank their various
major courses in order of the frequency they use.them in their jobs.
Students were polled froin the
classes from 1948 to 1962. Fteplies
were put on IBM cards, summarizing over one million items of information, according to Allan A. Collister, associate director of Institutional Studies.
Graduates were asked their age,
date and area of graduation, gross
annual professional income. and
how often they used a certain engineering-related courses.
Students were also asked how
strongly they felt certain engin-

eering related courses shoud be included in the undergraduate curriculum.
The results of the survey put
organic chemistry at the bottom of
the "Indespensable" list with only
8.5% of the grads answering that
it was indispensible. Trigonometry
was rated indispensable by 81.5%
of the graduates. Other courses
ranked in order of decending usefulness were physics (72.1% I calculus 169.1% I, and nuclear physics
(12.2’;

Applications are available in the
College Union through next Friday
for the post of Weekend Co-Recreation Director for the spring semester.
The salaried position requires
working ten hours per week. It
involves the planning and operaCon
of Saturday Weekend Co-Rec programs.
Information and forms arc also
available in the College Union for
the paid positions of Co-Ree Aid.
The job requires about five hours

1. We buy in volume lots at reduced prices.
2. We have

a

low overhead -low expense operation.

3. We don’t go in for bright lights and hoopla
fast service and low prices.

6th & Keyes

13th & Julian

10th & Taylor

PURITAN OIL CO.

_
v.
unfison
I
S010 Favorite Christmas Het*tier
.... has Christmas gifts desired by every fun-loving sport
on your Christmas list. Discover sports equipment, holiday

priced to please everyone ... to please your budget. CONVENIENTLY OPENED (Store Hours)
A great gift. Wilson Famous
Player tennis set. Includes
racket, press, cover, three
balls. For boys and girls.
Each set

I
.,
11)1400. ,-, ,

l

SET ;’,7.:

The game’s finestthe Wilson A2000
baseball glove. Many other Wilson
models from
’ Say "Merry Christmas" with
the Wilson golf ball gift pak.
K.28 golf balls in a luxurious
leatherette jewelry case in a
choice of red or black.
DOL
Yz Doz.

Comedian

30,,
and the

404

green Beans

4b

(’

A wonderful gift. Wilson’s Famous Player
Basketball set. Includes net, racket, and
ball autographed by an NBA star. Set

rScore big with a
Wilson Football. A
wide selection starting at

.,, ,:. a. , ,. , ,

A

Swing into Christmas with a quality
set ol Wilson golf clubs. Wide range
of models -prices.

.

(4111111.)
W
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From $12.97
to $19.97

--

--*

Biee Deane
3rd & San Carlos
Phone 298-3060

1401 So. First

292-1266

just

4th & William

Recording Stars

cupeP choe /Nail

STEVENS CREEK PLAZA
.San low
N tn, /lever
Stecens Creek Bird.
On the Emporium Mali

How can we make this statement about our guaranteed major
brand gasoline?

Story 8. White Rds.
presents

\ IT\ IENT TERMS
Opcn every night, Mon. th,ough Set.

JEWELERS

Gas Prices in San Jose

SAFARI ROOM

WALKMOREJARMAN
Antique Ivorywood
Antique Brown
Black
Cordovan

SHE’.S WORTH
WINING and DINING
at BOHANNON’S

LOWEST

Weekend Co-Rec
Posts Available

The Ivy Long:Wing Look

GRANAT BROS

We Have The

Course Usefulness
Rated by Engineers

.ƒimpuimmommiwoolmorro,

You could probably secure
the beachhead alone, but
with Boliannon’s fine food
and tranquil atmosphere
allied to your cause, she
hasn’t a fightin’ chance.

218 WILLOW ST.
CY 4-4009

Photo by Yoshi Hasegawa

REHEARSING Miss Louise
Ettare, Angel Flight member,
and AFROTC Cadet Maj. Donald L. Hickey, a member of Arnold
Air Society, rehearse tor tonight’s AFROTC formal dance,
"Snowflakes and Candlelight," from 9 p.m. to I a.m. at Soto’s
Hall on Koffman Avenue in southeast San Jose.

SELF- WI NDING
CALENDAR

The second workahop will be
held Thursday, and the third on
Jen. 4.
Jim Conklin, head yell leader for
next year, urged all interested
male stadents to attend the workshops and tryouts. Those trying
out must have had a 2.25 GPA
last ,nnie,ter and tin overall 2.0.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 NIGHTS A WEEK

San Jose Ca)* Mgr. A. P. Hamann is trying to get final agreements between the city and SJS
for street changes based on the
recent decision Thursday by the
State College Board of Trustees
to seek $1.8 million from the
state to depress San Carlos Street
between 4th and 10th streets.
Hamann said he plans to ask Wesleys Slate Party
the City Council to close Seventh
Students of the Wesley FoundaStreet permanently as soon as tion will give a Christmas party
SJS formally requests that this Dec. 12 for the children and farnibe done.
lies of children in the tutoring
program held in connection with
Friends Outside, a welfare group
aiding families with fathers who
IF SHE’S WORTH
are or have been in prison.
Activities will include games,
YOlf R WHILE.
decoration making, carol singing
and a dinner, and will begin at
St. Paul’s Methodist Church at
10th and San Salvador streets at
3 p.m.
Those presons interested in helping with Wesley Foundation project may call Paula Neal, party
chairman, at 292-9931.

SUPER WATERFic:_"0.F*

nAnss

Cheerleader Tryouts Set
Tryouts for four SJS male cheerleaders and two alternates will
be held Jan. 6.
To prepare hopefuls for the tryouts, the present five yell leaders
will hold three workshops beginning Tuesday at 7 p.m. in PER101A.

youR cuRismiks
L;nrrioN NEX’r
-ru ES,, PA v

ior

tli

!Top Scholars Join
Kappa Tau Alpha
In Student Meet

437 So. st St.

292-9071
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--Dybbuk’ Makes Last Run
At SJS Tomorrow

_

"The Dybbuk" by Sholom Ansky will nut for the last time
tonight and tomorrow night at
8:15 ill College Theater.
A few tickets to both performances are still available at the
College Theater Box Office.
Admission is 75 cents for SJS
students and $1.50 for the general public.
"The Dybbuk" is a love story
concerning a young girl, Leah,
who has been betrothed to Han non, a student. The MP rr,

BOB
DYLAN
Sunday. Dec. 12
8 p.m.
SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Admission: $2.50, 3.50, 4.50
Tickets Available at
Son Jose Box Office

.

Singer Bob Dylan To Perform
Sunday in Civic Auditorium

pact was made before the two
were born.

Hy SUZAN CRAWSHAW
Fine Arts Editor
Bob Dylan, folk singer and
poet, will present a concert Sunday night at 8 in Civic Auditorium
Tickets are available at the
San Jose Box Office. 40 W. San
Carlos St. Admission Is $2.50,
$3.50 and $4.50.
Dylan, born in 1941 in Minnesota, ha.s systematically shaken,
upset, overturned and finally rerouted the entire course of contemporary folk MUMC.
There isn’t a singer in the
folk field today who hasn’t in
some way been influenced by
him. The imitators are legion,
but Dylan continues on his own
way, belonging to no one blazing
his own trails . . . exciting, unpredictable, unexcelled.
Dylan has changed. The beat
is sharper now, heavier, and the
lyrics are more complex. Dylan
is a singer. But the words he
sings, occasionally rambling, always poetry.
His melodies underscore his
words. Now Dylan has picked
up the electric guitar. And the
new sound electrifies and reinforces his sharp imagery.
There is often an intentional
mugh edge to Dylan. He bothers
and baffles others. But Dylan
says it himself, "I ain’t lookin’
for you to feel like me. see like
me or be like me. All I really
want to do, is baby be friends
with you."

PACT BROKEN
The pact is broken and Hannon (lies. His spirit is incarnated
in Leah’s bOdY aS a dybbuk or
demon.
The story is based on the
Hassidic superstition that when
a young person dies before his
time. his soul returns to earth
and enters the body of a living
person.
Written in 1917, the play Is
set in a small Jewish village in
Eastern Europe. It was first produced in Warsaw in 1920.
DIRECTION
"The Dybuuk" is directed by
visiting professor Mordecai Gorelik Gorelik is working with his
own adaptation. He also designed
the sets.
Hcoper plays Leah.
Eddy Ernenuel plays Hannon.
Other leads are played by Stanley Anderson as Sender, Leah’s
father: and John Beauchamp
as Rabbi Azrael.
Lighting is handled by Kenneth
Thrrst. as:ocia te pr 4e4sor of
Prisk professor
drama. Berni
of (llama rle rtu(’. the ms-tumes.
stage manager.
Shar,

STATE MEAT MARKET

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

present
Bob Dylan, popular folk singer,
POETS’NGER
a concert Sands), al 8 p.m. in Civic Auditcrium. Dylan has been
a controversial figure in the fc k field lately, after employing
band and singing "folk-rock."
a rock ’n

292-7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS
2 lb, 89e
GROUND BEEF
ROUND STEAK
lb. 79c
92e
SIRLOIN STEAK
PACKAGED SLICED BACON ib. 69e
lb.

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororifies and Boarding Houses

Handel’s ’The Messiah’
To Be Presented Tuesday
Tickets to the Music Depart.
ment’s annual production of
Handel’s "The Messiah" are
available at the Music Box Office
in the foyer of the Music Building. They are $1 for general
admission and 50 cents for
children.
"The Messiah" vvill be presented Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in
Civic Auditorium. The version to
be presented is the Foundling
Hospital version: it is complete
and authoritative and and will be
performed as it was by Handel
during the years of his life.

gave a series of charitable performances of "The Messiah" at
the Foundling Hospital.
CONTINUED
Performances of "The Messiah"
continued at the hosptial until
1777. After that year performances seemed to lapse and finally the score was forgotten.
"The Messiah" was rediscovered by Dr. Devon Witton, the
hospital organist, in 1896. The
MUMC was first published In
Berlin in 1939.

"FIREWORK MUSIC"
Shortly after the performance
of the "Firework Music" in 1749
Handel attended a committee
meting at the Foundling Hispital in London and offered a performance of the vocal and instrumental music.
He offered to donate the proceeds from his performance to
the completion of the hospital’s
chapel. The following year Handel presented the heapital with
an organ for the chapel and offered to open it with a performance of "The Mes.siah."
Fmm the time the chapel
opened until his death, Handel

the Little Art Gallery in the
Art Building.
The auction concludes a
month-long sale in the Gallery
in the east wing of the Art
Building. Works representing all
media, including water colors,
oil paintings:drawings, ceramics,
sculpture, prints, weaving and
jewelry have been on sale as
part of the Art Department’s
fifth annual Christmas Art Sale.
All are original works by students and faculty. Proceeds from
the auction and the sales are
divided equally. half to the Art
Scholarship Fund and Gallery
and half to the individual artist.
Last year more than $4,000
was collected and scholarships
were provided for six students.

-.. ......-sz000000000l
Now Open
M & J
roomSMOKE SHOP
1 Specializing in ...

bmpozzinBeosoks
§ Journals and
1

Periodicals

Sundries
OPEN
Monday thru Friday
12 noon to 10 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday
12 noon to 7 p.m.

M &J
SMOKE SHOP
261 E. William St.
..100eCe.e...O0O

San Jose

1195
Loup

3 -speed, light weight modIs
Top quality steel construction
Assembled end serviced
Guaranteed

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
293-9766
Open Tuesday-Saturday

3 QUESTIONS
TO ASK WHEN YOU
BUY INSURANCE
i. Will you participate in the
profits of the company?
2. Will you have immediate
cash values2

Art Auction Tonight Liedersinger
To Perform
Ends Annual Sale
At Temple
An art auction is scheduled
for tonight and tomorrow night
at 7 p.m. in A133. Auction items
will start at $3. Faculty members will serve as auctioneers.
Refreshments will be sell by
Delta Phi Delta. honorary art
fraternity. All auction items are
diNplayed in the corridors and

BICYCLE
SALE

3. Will you have professional
services available to assist
in your over-all financial
objectives?
Mutual Benefit policy

owners can say yes.
Roland Hayes, noted liederL
singer, will perform in "A Lieder
Wr.te or call for information
Recital" Sunday at the Scottish
MUTUAL
Rite Temple in San Jose at
BENEFIT LIFE
Dan Hitchcock SJS ’59
4 p.m.
715 North First Street
Dr. Gibson Walter, chairman
Larry Nelson SFS ’62
Suite 35
of the SJS Music Department
Tom Fields SJS ’65
In
San
Jose
call
297-2738
said. ’’Roland Hayes for many
Cerl the Peninsula 968,6816
years has been recognized...as"
one of the world’s foremost anninininniniiiiiiiiiiinniitiiitnninninnnwnwmiinintilininnaiiiiiffir=
singers, which was certainly well
E
earned by his artistry, musician- E
=
ship and dramatic ability In i
concert and opera."
i
Hayes studied German lieder
in England for five years and
old Italian lieder for three years E
E
in Vienna. He has sung for the i this ad good for 500 on I hour of play 1
King and Queen of England as
well the Queen of Spain. Hayes
is the recipient of the Purple
Ribbon award by the French
Government for service to
French music.
He has received numerous
other awards including a scroll
by Mayor Robert F. Wagner in
recognition of hif contribution
to music arid human relations.
Hayes’ concert will include
works by J. S. Bach, Handel,
W. A. Mozart and Schubert,
and he will also include American traditional songs, including
Negro spirituals.
This is his first appearance in
San Jose. The pmgram will also
include works by George Henschel, George Hue, and Julian
Tiersot.
Mr. Hayes will be presented
with a Scroll of Honor by Mrs.
Rush Davidson, president of the
San Jose City Women.% Chill

1

Take a Study Break ! !

1
g.

at Holiday Billiards

Want to Eat Oat
But Wallet a Lillie Thin?

Never Fear, Archie’s is Near

i POOL
g
=
=
E
=
E

_=

Try Our ...
Small Steak S1.25
Round Steak S1.25
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.15

SNOOKER

BILLIARDS .i

(All New Brunswick Tables)

Tournament and Mixed League Play

Ez
=
=
E
E

1

E.- Ladies admitted FREE on Sunday Fi
EE
WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY MALE PARTNER

Jumbo Burger on

THE JOY OF CORDUROY!
When is classic new as right now? Like when it’s corduroy ... greater
than ever in our wide-wale version ... luxurious, velvety-smooth, yet rugged as the devil. Flap pockets, virile leather-triM. Unbeatable sport coat
unbeatable gift price!
NEVER BEFORE SO MUCH SPORT COAT

FOR ON L Y

French Bread .85
AU of the above
coonplete with srimminp

545 S 2nd S
Free
Parking

24.95
arall4

HOLIDAY
BILLIARDS
872 FREMONT AVE.

VALLEY FAIRSHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 P.M.
SAN ANTONIO CENTERSHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 P M.

1101$ e

Phone 245-7099

2

SUNNYVALE

Corner of Wolf & Fremont

rAminimminniummuniummuumumuniumniuminimunimumnit;

New Chi Omega
Officers Selected
Chl Omega recently selected
its officers for 1965-66. The newly elected President is Pam
Mangseth, Vice PresidentSharon Barry, SecretaryL inda
Harris, Treasurer--Joyce Mau
and pledge trainerCarol Palm.
_

Call Us Now
for

Holiday Travel
Reservations
-S21. Claire
5ra vet Service
297-1700

74 W. San Carlos

1 BEAU TIES I
ENGAGEMENTS
Sandra Lee Griffin, sophomore
music major from Cal State at
Hayward, has revealed her betrothal to Peter John Baerwald,
senior industrial relations and
personnel management major.
Miss Griffin is affiliated with
Cal State College Singers and
is from Castro Valley. Baerwald
is affiliated with Tau Delta Phi
and is from San Rafael. The
tentative wedding date Ls August. 1967.
Judy Thomson, senior social
science major from San JcKe,
has become engaged to Burt
!Deem senior history major from
San Jose. He is affiliated with
Spartan Sabres and ROTC
(Army). The weddng date is set
for Jtme.
FOLLOWS PARENTS
HOLLYWOOD IUPD Tish
Sterling, daughter of Ann Sothern and actor Robert Sterling,
will make her movie debut in
I "Paradise Road."

SKI RENTALS
Whaley and Minegar Ski Shop
SKIS
Solder Metal
Hans and Rossignol

BUCKLE BOOTS

953 W. El Camino

PANTS PARKAS
739-5389
Sunnyvale

OPEN: Mon., Thurs., Fri. Nights until 9
Tues., Wed., Sat. until 5:30 p.m.

Matching Plan
Didn’t Help Him
By RICH THAW
spartan Daily Staff Writer
During a low ebb in my love life, I came across a computerized
love-kit entitled "Operation Match."
The idea of this six -page questionnaire is to describe yourself,
your interests arid attitudes and to idealistically describe the perfect
"date" all in multiple choice an.swers.
I found that it was extremely difficult, with the "select an answer’ appi oaeh, to tell the IBM 7090 computer that I simply desired
a five-foot two-inch blonde with a million dollars, who likes homely
(but affectionate) men.
ON COMPLETION
After I finally completed the questionnaire, I placed the answers
into a plain envelope and dropped it irt the corner mailbox in the
dead of night.
These precautions were necessary to preserve my last remaining
strands of a "successful male" reputation.
Compatibility Research Inc. inserted the "multiple-choice me"
and matched with five of my ideal "multiple-choice shes."
The problem was to find five women with a poor taste in men.
Yet, Operation Match found five women to which I fit the image of
"ideal" dateloosely.
WHEREABOUTS
A letter notified me of the local whereabouts of these "queens
of my mind."
It was difficult to find the courage to contact these IBM card
extensions. Why had they tried Operation Match? Fun? Maybe.
Hard up? Maybe.
Why had I tzied Operation Match? I knew the answer.
So I called one. After many ahhs-and-ohhs I made a date for that
night. I washed my car, rid it of trash, shaved in three directions,
threw on English Leather, ironed the whole shirt not just the
collar, wore dark socks, tried to doctor my complexion, showered,
covered myself from neck to toe in deodorant, and ventured forth
to meet the Lady Gwendolyn.
TRY AGAIN
She was a troll!
I decided to try again. I made a date with raunber three on the
list. I picked her up at her upper-middle-class home. She had everythingwild perfume, full sweater, nice face, rosy cheeks, and
freckles on her, but she was pretty just the same.
The conversation went something Hite:
"I think all picketers and demon.strators are intolerant, ignorant
malcontents!" I said.
"So do I!" she replied.
"Well, Well, Well." I said.
"Don’t you think organized religion is a crock? I mean, really?"
"Yes I do." I replied.
"My, my," she said.
The night droned on in sickening agreement. I mean, I know all
the answers to life, but so did she. It was a bore.
Please, Compatibility Research Inc., I’d rather do it myself.

AMERICAN FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
Open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily
23 No. Market St.
297-9689
Downtown San Jose
Sizzling Steak Dinners and Great Sandwiches!

.79
1.29
1.39
1.99

1/2 Lb. Ground Round
Top Sirloin
New York Steak
16 Oz. T-Bone
MONDAY NITE SPECIAL
SUNDAY SPECIAL

1/4 Lb. Burger
Steerburger
Steak Sandwich
Chicken in a Basket
Top Sirloin
Chicken in a Basket

.49
.69
.69
1.19
.99
.99

Dinners served with roll, french fries, or baked potato.
ORDERS TO GO

KSJS-FM Log
KSJS-FM, 90.7 me, toda. :
5:00 p.m.Campus
5 55 p.m.Lockheed Digest
6:00 p.m.-- Spartan Spectrum
6:15 p.m.London Echo
6:30 p.m.Special of the Week
7:00 p.m.Portrait in Jazz
8:00 p.m.Campus Folk Hour

Princess
Is Selected

/VA

Campui keliqiou3

Elects Slate

’fhe brothers of
Alpha
Mu recently elected officers.
Serving a second term as president Ls Lennie Poon. Frank Price
is secretary and Hal Kushins,
I FC representative.
Vince Contreras, deputy brigade commander of Army
ROTC, was elected vice president, while incumbent Bill May-

er wa.s named treasurer.
The brothers a r e planning
two major events for the spring
semester. Sammy Scramble II,
a traditional car rally begun last
year will be one of the main
events.
A wine tasting and fashion
show also will be sponsored by
SAM and Mr. and Mrs Ben
Berman of Palo Alto

Grace Ball
SECRETARIAL COLLEGE
San Francisco by the Golden Gate
FOUR SPECIALIZED SECRETARIAL COURSES
Executive Secretarial Course tor Collage Women
Basic Secretarial Course
SUCCESSFUL
Liagal Secretarial Course
SECRETARIES
. Electronics Technical Secretarial Course
NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
ENROLLMENT DATES: FEB. 15, JULY 12, SEPT. 20

SOCCER CLUB IN PIC
HOLLYWOOD (UPII
The
Italian Soccer Club in Los Angeles -- known as the Gladiators will kick the ball around
in a sequence for "What Did
You Do in the War, Daddy?"

Send for College Catalog: 525 Sutter Street, corner Powell
San Francisco, California 94102

WIEEWZia2ULAIVINEMZEZEVI,T.U.a.LIMIXIMET

Aeliciew
cteak4
Cellege
Ppice4
. .? .. $2.3.9595
. 2.75

5

1.31
’44

New York Cut Steak
Extra Cut
.
Special Top Sirloin
Club Steak . .
.
T-Bone Steak
Small Steak . .

.
?

.
.

2.25
3.50
1.35

Served with Bowl of Chili, Green Salad,
Potatoes, French Bread and Butter.

Cold &et, an( Wine itleailable

Holiday Shows
The Beach Boys will head a
show Wednesday, Dec. 29 at
Circle Star Theatre. The Kingston Trio and We Five will play
in the circular stage Thureday
evening, Dec. 30 through Saturday, Jail. 1.

Fraternity

Jo Ann Latimer. a 5 5" blueeyed blonde reigns as Sigma
Nus’ new Pledge Princess.
Miss Latimer, an Alpha Chi
Omega sophomore from Placerville, recently won the title at
the Jack Tarr Hotel in San
Francisco. She was selected by
Sigma Nus’ pledges from five
finalists. Runners-up to Miss
Latimer were; Linda Johnstone,
Alpha Otnicron Pi; Suzette Curtis, Kappa Alpa Theta; Mimi
Russell, Signia Kappa; and Cindy Reynolds, Kappa Kappa
Gamma.
The new princess, who succeeded Cindy Dunning of Alpha
Phi sorority, will reign for Sigma Nu until next Fall.

\ )1;,19;1%.

*PASTAN DAILIF...O

Friday, rierembrr 10, 1985

OPEN 24 HOURS Fridays and Saturdays
Free parking at Al’, S. Earl’s
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72 E. Santa Clara Street
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See the Religious Guide
for Christmas Sernces
-

2 blocks from school

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod
374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and 11
College discussion group: 9:45 p.m.

292-5404
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor
294-7033
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; G. Otte, Vicar

HELP
WANTED
All students are invited to
participate in the Church
decoration Slinda y, Decent.
her 12, any tune after four
o’clock.
Morning Bible Study, 10 a.m.
GRACE BAVTIST CHURCH
American Baptist Convention
John M. Akers, Pastor

Lutheran
Campus
Ministry
(NLC)
Worship Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Service of lessons and carols, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

CHAPEL OF
RECONCILIATION
3oo s. loth st.

George "Shorty" Collins.
College Chaplain
484 East San Fernando

ST. PATRICK’S CHURCH
The Campus Parish
MASSES SUNDAY: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 o.m., 12:15 p.m., 7 p.m.
HOLYDATS: 6:30, 8, 9 a.m., 12:15, 5:30 p.m.
WEEKDAYS: 6:30 and 8 p.m.
FIRST FRIDAYS: 6:30, 8, 11 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
DEVOTIONS: Mother of Perpetual Help devotions Tuesday
nights at 7:45
CONFESSIONS: Prior to the eight o’clock mass on Sunday,
3:30-5:30 p.m. and 7:30-9 on Saturdays; eves of holydays;
eves of First Fridays.
294.8120
389 E. Santa Clara Street

TRI

SPARTAN
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THIS SUNDAY MORNING . . .

Barry Keiser, B.S. Th.M.,
Continues a Study of I Peter
Spartan TriC is a student Baptist organization
Sunday meetings: 9:45 a.m. and 5:45 p.m.
3rd and Son Antonio Sts.
for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

Canterbury:

First Baptist Church

EPISCOPALIAINS ON CAMPUS

the downtown church
catering to the college

Sunday 5:30 p.m., lloly Communion
Thursday 7 a.m. Holy Communion
af
300 So. 10fh
Chapel of Reconciliation

community

8:30 & II a.m. Morning Worship
College "Seminar"
9:45
5,45 p.m. Tri-C Club
198 S. 2nd St., San Jose

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

411.04=141.0..=1,4.M........1.41=1.

Newman-Catholic Student Center
ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Daily Mass 11:40 a. m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only
79 South 5th

295-1771

Wesley
I
Foundation
I Methodist
Student Center)
441 So. 10th St.

Westminster
Presbyterian
Church

Sunday
6 p.m. Worship
6:30 p.m.
Supper (40c)
No Reservation Necessary
7:30 p.m. Program
Other Activifies
Throughout the Weal
Worship Sunday
SI. Paul’s
F;rst
Snta Clara & SO, San Salvador & I 0111
9.30 & II cm.
I I a m.
9 10

The Alameda at Shasta
Worship Sunday 11 a.m. and 7 p.tn.

Group Discussion
lohn Knox Fellowship
8:30.9:30 p.m. at
125 Dana Ave., San Jose
R. Ohman, Minister to students
Weekday sharing groups Wed. 7.13 p.m.
Transportation irons 7tli and San Carlos
9:20 a.m. and 13:1S p.m.

Sunday Evening

Spartan Tri-C
To Sponsor City
Christmas Sing

Friday. December lOs 1905

iSPARTAIT DAPLY

Jury Finds College Prof
Guilty of Profanity Charge
TI1C0 [PI i
A Chico State
College professor and former combat Marine was convicted Wednesday of using vulgar. profane and
indecent language in an anti Viet
Nam war speech heard by women
and children.
A district court jury of seven
*Almon and five men, after hearing
13 days of testimony. deliberated
only 27 minutes before returning

ATTENTION STUDENTS
WE HAVE A LOW RENTAL PLAN
ON NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS.
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM.

4
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MODERN

STILL SPOUTING
SAN FRANCISCO UPI IMt.
Shasta, located in northern California, is an old volcano and sill
occasionally spout, steam and sulphur bubbles.

OFFICE MACHINES
124 E. San Fernando St.
Between 3rd & eth Sts.

Now! You can just say

"Charge It"
When
buying new books, used
000ks paper backs or remai,ders
at the State Book Shop. Any ap.
proved oil company or other credit
card will bo gladly accepted.

State Book Shop
389 So. First St.
Open

Monday
Saturday

297-4797

thru

9 to

Friday

until

6

9

p.m.

Advartserne,

ALPHA ETA SIGMA
Support fhe

"Concentrated Dedication Part 1"
by electing

TOM CONTRATTO
President

First Vice-President
TONIGHT
,rt CenirJft, drld

Dore’

committee

SCREEN SCENES
ROPICAIR

1969 Alum Rork MI.. 299-R144
DRIVE-IN
South Screen
Alma It Vine
294-2041 North Screen
LAUGHING 20’s
Eve anti the
She
Handyman
AGENT 83/1

STUDIO

immoral
Mr.

Teas

The 11111

G AY

396 South Find
8914778
CI NCINN ATI KID
400 South First
294-5544
A RAGE TO LIVE
SALESMAN
TALES
OF
A
student Discount
STATION 6 SAHARA

TOWNE

1433

SAN JOSE

Alameda
297-3060
AUTO MOVIE
1TION HOPELESS,
205-500.
N. 13th to Gish Rd,
T No.r SERIOUS
THE TRA I N
ROM IN HOLIDAY
THE HILL
OPERATION CROSSBO

Th..

sat

SARATOGA
14502 Rig Flairi Way

867.3026

, win

The program for the evening will
include special musical groups and
several skits to be performed by
students from the organization.
Also participating in the function will he several campus religious groups as well as other college
groups from churches in the San
Jose area.
The program is open to the public and refreshments will be served
said Glenn Rose, Spartan Tri-C
president.

While technicians race the clock to
RACING THE CLOCK
get the Gemini 6 spacecraft and Titan booster ready, Gemini
Astronauts Walter Schirra (left) and Tom Stafford, who hope
to rendezvous with Gemini 7, prepare to don spacesuits for a
reh?arsal in a spacecraft simulator at Cape Kennedy.

CINEMA
552 S. Bascom
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UP GOES GEMINI 6
space

capsule

is

hoisted

Shrouded
atop

the

presents

for protection, the Gemini 6
Titan

Kennedy. Gemini 6 is scheduled to
with lift-off Sunday, one day earlier

II

booster

rendezvous
than

with

at

Cape

Gemini

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

7,

planned.

finest

"CAT ON A
HOT TIN ROOF"

Gemin. 6 To Take Off Sunday
SPACE CENTER, Houston
Gemini control decided
(UPI)
today on a day-early Sunday
launch of Gemini 6 to send two
more astronauts aloft for rendez.
vous with Gemini 7 spacemen
Frank Borman and James Lovell.
"Excellent," crowed Lovell when
he got the vvord. "We’ll try to see
if we can fit it into our schedule."
Astronauts Walter Schirra and
Thomas Stafford, jinxed in a September attempt to go aloft in
Gemini 6, were cleared for a Sunday morning launch to put them in
space nose-to-nose with Gemini 7,
now entering its fifth day of a
14-day endurance flight.

by itself during the day.
The "go" for Gemini 6 meant
work for Gemini 7. Lovell and
Bormrut using maneuvering rockets, must "circularize" their
slightly egg-shaped orbit to make
it almost a circle for the rendezvous Sunday.
Two separate "burns" we re
called for to shift into an orbit
about 185 miles up.

TWO POSSIBLE TIMES
There were two "panes"times
when orbital mechanics would
allow a Gemini 6 liftoff for rendezvouson Sunday. They were a
47-minute period starting at 9:53
a.m. EST and a 30-minute period
istarting at 11:29 a.m. EST.
UNCOMFORTABLY WARM
The "pane" for a launch on
Borman and Lovell, passing the
two million mile mark in flight, !Monday, the originally scheduled
reported uncomfortably warm day, was a 47-minute period startcabin temperatures during the ing at 9:55 a.m. EST.
Gemini 7. meantime, received a
night. But the temperature fell

Tow U.S. Army nurses \Alio re- ,
turned from Viet Nam last month I
with Bronze Stars spoke to a class
of beginning nurses in the Nursing
Department Tuesday.
First Lts. Julie Klebaum, 25,
and Catherine Schilling, 23, are on
nationwide tour of the U.S.
showing benefits of Army Nurses
Corps.
Both nurses were stationed in
Nha Trang, 250 miles north of
Saigon. during 1964 and 1965 when
the Eighth Field Hospital vvas the
only one in the country.
Both nurses were commended for
their "outstanding meritorious service" during their year in Viet
Nam. In addition Lt. Klebaum re;t
eiimmenthil ion
("eh rci
for hvr

Coin Operated
Dry Cleaning
481 E. San Carlos

work during the Pleiku mortar assault on Feb. 7.
While in Viet Nam the nurses
cared for American and Vietnamese military and civilians injured
in the fighting.
In class they discussed Army
nurse benefits of comparable starting pay, free travel and excitement
as well as the sense of personal
satisfaction from doing worthwhile
vvork.

Leaders To Meet
ItIOSCOIN 1UP1) Indian Prime
Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri arid
Pakistani President Mohammad
Arib Khan will meet with Soviet
Premier Alexei Kosygin in an attempt to solve the Kashmir dispute, it was officially announced
Wednesday night.
The official Tass news agency
said Shastri and Ayub Khan will
meet with Kosygin in Tashkent,
Soviet Union.

CONFUSED ABOUT INSURANCE?
vtioew
rP
For on unconfusing
solution to all your
insurance needs,

203-7238

’BRILLIANT.RILARIOUST
N v Jounne Anvers..
JOSEPH E LEVNE

A. R. T.

by King Features Syndicate

GT7 Gets Ready, Too

Brohze Star Nurses Speak

JAY DORE’

EL RANCH

Spartan Tri-C, Student Baptist
Organization, will sponsor an All
City Christmas Sing. Sunday at
9 p.m. at the First Baptist Church
auditorium.

the verdict against assistant history professor Everett Di Tullio, 41.
He was charged for using a variety of tainted terms on 15 occasions during a speech that turned’
into a debate with listeners in Li
downtown plaza Oct. 3.
The misdemeanor carries a maximum penalty of a $200 fine and
90 days in jail, but the usual senattence is a S56 fine. Di
torney said he would ask for another trial.
Officially, the conviction was
for disturbing the peace by u.sing
vulgar, profane or indecent language in the presence of women
and children.
Di Tullio. a veteran of both
World War II and the Korean War,
admitted he may have said "damn
or hell" during the speech and in
verbal exchanges with listeners.
But several other terms were included in the charge.

snrJ

AUTO
FIRE
LIFE

Directed by W. Houck

ACTORS REPERTORY
THEATER

around the Erwth at 9:34 a.m. EST.
At Cape Kennedy, Gemini 6 As25 W. San Salt tailor
tronauts Schirra and Stafford an8:30 p.m.
& Sat. Eves.
xiously awaited the "go" for a
Today thru Der. 18
liftoff at 9:50 a.m. EST Sttnday,
Adults 82.00
Students $1.50
a day ahead of schedule. A mock
BORMAN FEELS TEMP
for resersations cell 297.4797
launch Wednesday was "completely
The cabin temperature soared as successful."
high as 78 degrees and Borman in
his 16-pound spacesuit was feeling
the temperature more than Lot:ell,
who was flying in his longjohn
underwear for the third straight
day.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner
Nevertheless, Borman resisted a
suggestion from the Space Center
Professional Pharmacists
at Houston that he strip down to
PHONE
293-7500
his longjohns while Lovell put his
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
suit back on.
SAN JOSE
"If we have to keep one suit
on, I would prefer to leave mina
OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
on," Borman said. For safety reasons, Gemini control has ruled only
one man at a time out of the
Dgiveal,IIVVIVT,stal iitoo!;mtLgamotiwit,Akontijidi.i1;igo...104;1113.4.VIV.,
life-supporting suits.
The astronauts had traveled a
million miles at 9:57 a.m. EST,
heading into the fifth day of their
14-day space marathon.
Gemini 7 entered its 73rd orbit
"go" for 90 orbits, another day in
space toward the goal of 14 days.
Borman and Lovell were spending considerable time on the temperature problem aboard Gemini 7.

Moderne Drug Co.

NOW 2 LOCATIONS

Moyer Music

Foreign Students
To Elect Officers
At Yule Party
Election, fur nes% officers for
the spring semester of the International Students Organization
(ISO). will be held at a meeting
today from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in E132.
ISO president, Ashok Zaveri, announced that any member may run
for office.
During the meeting a Christma.s
party will be held featuring entertainment by Camilla Sheldlen,
music major, who will perform
Japanese songs on a guitru-.
Also performing will be Mrs.
Dorothy Preshaw, music major,
singing Christmas songs.
The Arab students and African
students will also present dances
and songs from their countries

Largest Se/ection of Guitars in Town

084 E. San Fernando
Next to Western Union Office
(between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)
298-5404

’4
4
4

;
4.
and
5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
(at Lawrence Station Rd. - across
from Futurarna Rawl)
248-9858

rat NW it/

’66or ’36, They All Get Better Care at Silva Service
MEE

At lowest costs
possible,
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I’M THE GREEN EYES

LET’S TALK ABOUT WOMEN

-

CONTACT:

MUTUAL SERVICE INSURANCE CO’S
370 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE
BUS: 241-4470
RES: 354-1357

Whether you own a new ’66 or a vintage ’36, your car is sure to receive
better care at Silva Service. Everything
from a lubrication to a major overhaul
is done right at Silva Service. Don’t
CASH VALUE STAMPS GIVEN
78 S. 4th St.

take chances with your new car, or even
your older one, have it cared for from
the first day you get it, and be sure it
is cared for right. Take it to Silva
Service.
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED

SILVA SERVICE

295-8966

Late for Class? We’ll Park If For You.

SPARTAN RATILT-7
’Friday, December 10, 1965

Begins at 7:30

Varsity Gagers IdliP

Gymnasts’ Locig-Time Rivalries
Spark DS Invitational Meet
Several personal rivalries will;
be at stake tonight when the most ;
skillful gymnasts In the West meet
at the Spartan Gym for the San
Jose State Invitational Gymnastics I
Meet.
Events will begin at 7:30
Sophomore Tony Coppola, who,
according to coach Clair Jennett,
will carry the Spartans’ hopes to
beat former high school teammate
Art Lloyd.
Lloyd is Cal’s free exercise
spedalist and defated Coppola last

‘\,*M%
11\\\\I\
PRESCNTs

TONIGHT AT 8:30
Through Saturday, Dec. 18

h

’1.1.1771121

,’::".7.14 NIL’ Jan

1HE SKIN Of OUR UN
MON..THURS. 3.25
SAT. 3.75
illE LITTLE THEATER
’,HANFORD UNIVERSITY
Phone 321-2300 Ext. 4317
FRI. &

1

BOX OFFICES: S. F. Downtown Conte, / fan
Ila, Bunnars/11,11sdalo.Shorman Clay/San
Jona Shannon Clay .’Slanford-Treauldor UII.1

weekend in the Western Invitational at San Francisco State.
But one must realize that the
SJS ace competes in the allaround, which takes much more
endurance because it includes several events.
WANTS VICTORY
"Lloyd used to beat me by one
point in every meet when we were
in high school. Then I won each
time we faced last year as freshmen. I really would like to defeat
him Friday night," Coppola commented.
Coppola also stated that he
would enjoy a victory over Cal’s
John Robinson on the rings.
Jennett and a few other coaches
at the meet last week tttought
that Coppola performed well
enough to whip Robinson, but the
Cal gymnast received the nod.
CAL’S PERFORMERS
Tonight’s meet could very well
be a preliminary to the western
championship meet that will be
held later in the season. Jennett
believes that the competition for
the &TS Invitational is the best
in the west, especially since Cal
is sending its top performers.
The only talented gymna.sts in
the west that aren’t attending are

Spirrtan basketballers draw a
bye this weekend and return Its
action Monday night in a home
contest with the UniVers0 Of
Nevada,

Bakmas

the squad members from Arizon.;
and Arizona State.
The event that will probabi
be highlighted by top competition
tonight will be the long hor
which will feature a battle th;
tween Cal’s great gymnasts, Sot
Freudenstein and Dan Millman.
Other Spartans that will see
action tonight are Jeff Wolfe, a
junior letterman from Pasadena,
and Mike Fjelstad, a former Cupertino star.

Flower
Shop

ea

Flowers
and

c4+-.7

Corsages
for all
Occasions

Short Spartababes
Face Tall Bulldogs
At CSM Tonight
Spartan freshmen basketballepwill attempt to take a page out
of the book of their varsity counterparts tonight.
They travel to San Mateo to
test unbeaten CSM on the junior
college squad’s plush new court at
8.
The small Spartababes will be
faced with a distinct height disadvantage again.st Jack Avina’s
charges.
This is similar to the varsity’s
predicament last Monday when
Stanford towered over the Spartans. However, SJS was able to
battle the Indian.s even on the
boards, and won the contest 58-57.
SCREENS IMPORTANT
As the varsity squad, the freshmen will try to overcome their
height disadvantage with a superior job of screening on rebounds.
The tallest CSM starter is 6-6
center Jim (Moose) Meyer, while
forwards Breck MacLaren 16-5)
and Travis Hart (6-4) lend support. MacLaren is the tearn’s second leading scorer, while Hart is a
tremendous jumper.
Leading Bulldog scorer is Owney
Williams, a fregirman gliard; tvho
is on the end of the CSM fast
break. Terry O’Brien mans the
other guard slot.
Spartan coach Danny Glines
scouted the Bulldogs Wednesday
night as they trounced a poor
Hartnell club 103-49.
For the season, CSM has won
all three of its frays.
Glines will go with the same
starting line-up that has led SJS
to a 1-2 seasonal mark: forwards
Greg Delaney and Bill King, center Rick Winsor and guards Tim
Holman and Bob South.
Winsor is the tallest starter at
a mere 6-4.

10th & Santa Clara

292-0462

SPARTAN HOPEFUL
SJS gymnast Tony Coppola demonstrates ability on rings as he prepares for tonight’s second annual
SJS Invitational Gymnastics meet in the Spartan Gym. Events
begin at 7:30 with Cal favored to dominate the meet.

HOWARD’S

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
feauring

Top Wrestling Squads
At Island Tournament
Spartan wrestlers face the
toughest competition of their
young season tonight and Saturday when they travel to Mare
Island and face the area’s finest
junior college and collegiate teams.
SJS coach Hugh Mumby plans
to send ten grapplers to the Mare
Island Invitational, which will be
the Spartans’ second big meet this
season.
Last weekend, SJS placed fifth
in the Northern California wrestling championships.
THREE LEAD
Loren Miller, Ron Matheson and
Gary Scardina lead the group of
SJS grapplers that will battle at
Mare Island.
Matheson and Scardina placed
second in the NorCal Matches
while Miller took a third.
Jim Bridger and Rich Popejoy
also wrestled their way to a third
place finish in last weekend’s
meet.
KILO SYSTEM
Other Spartan grapplers making
the trip to Mare Island are Dennis
Runyon, Dan Swenson, Joe Silva,
Mike Herschfelt and Paul Hatling.
Because of a kilos weight system, wrestlers will be classified
into 125%, 138%, 154, 1711,2, 191%
and 213IS weight divisions.
Among the squads tabbed to
battle the SJS matmen for the
team title are California and
Fresno State. The Bulldogs from

Fresno grabbed second kit the
NorCal championships.
Junior college contingents that
are expected to make their presence felt are Foothill, Diablo Valley. Chabot and San Mateo.
Wrestling squads from Mare
Island, Moffet Field, Treasure
Island and the San Francisco
Olympic Club will also participate.

Intramural
Announcements
%% it Es’ll N
Finals of the intramural wrestling tournament are scheduled for
3 this afternoon in the wrestling
room, Men’s Gym.
Nine final and nine consolation
matches are on tap for the conclusion of the three-day, 85-man
tourney.
BADMINTON
An error by the Intramural Office yesterday credited Junji Nakamura with placing second in the
Badminton tourney.
Actually, Ron Deetz was second
and Nakamura third to champion
Mark Brumbaugh.
BEGINNING
NEW YORK IUPDThe first
amateur international track and
field meet in the United States
pitted the New York Athletic Club
against the London A.C. here in
1,;;;;

Chef’s Special
STEAK & EGGS $1.55

Try our large variety of
quality mea/s at reasonable prices
Completc Fountain Service
WALK ON OVER
7th and Santo Clara

One Block from SJS

STAMPS FOR STRIKES
Strike with

Yellow Head Pin S1
EZY stamps
Strike with Red Head Pin S2 in EZY stamps
Strike with Mystery Pin S5 in EZY stamps
(Offer good in open play only)

EZY cash stamps redeemed at
Downtown Bowl for cash or
bowling merchandise.

$

STUDENT BREAKFAST

7s,

.79

r

rim"

.

A Full Selection of
Fabrics & Colors at
$7.95 & $8.95
Tan, Lt. Blue, Blue/Olive,
Covert, Navy, Brown & Olive

Your Campus Christmas Shop
** San Jose State’s Traditional Shops **
corner 3rd & San Femando Streets
also Town & Country Village

Bacon, 2 Eggs, Hash Browns and Toast $
OF

Ham. 2 Eggs. Hash Browns and Toast

DOWNTOWN BOWL
37S W. Santa
Clara 5+.

294-7800

See Bream Diamond Rings only ut these Authorized ArtCarved

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
ALAMEDAHunt Jewelry CO.
ANTIOCHHollings Jewelers
ARTESIAAdamson’s Jewelry

BELLFLOWERHart Jewelers
BELMONT SHOREHarirs Jewelers, Inc.
BISHOPRoy’s Jewelry
BURLINGAMEKern Jewelers
CHICOClifford’s Jewelry
COALINGAPetty’s Jewelry
COLUSALivermore
COMPTON PARKShearer Jewelers
CORCORANFarbie’s Jewelry
DAVI SStyler Jewelers
DELANOJane’s Jewelery
FERNDALEMathes Jewelry
EL MONTEVan’s Jewelry
EUREKAWilliarn Wililams
HOLLYWOODWilliam Stromberg
GLENDORANeufeid Jewelers
FORT BRAGOChernoff’s Fort Bragg Jeweler
HUNTINGTON PARKPares Inc.

Surprise!
your ArtCarved Diamond Ring comes
to you on its own precious throne.

LODIHaden Jewelers
LOS GATOSHarold Peters
MANTECAAllen Jewelry
MARYSVILLEPark Jewelers
MENLO PARKGeorge Hirzel Jewelers
MODESTOPetersen Jeweler
MODESTOVillage Jewelers
NAPAWhitman & Bailey
NEWHALLNewhall Jewelers
NEWPORT BEACHCharles Elarr
NOVATOMcDonald’s Jewelry Store
OAKLANDLoeb & Velasco
OAKLANDMasine’s Jeweler

Victor James, Jr. presents

"AN EVENING with
ROLAND HAYES"
Sunday, December 12-4 p.m.
Scoffish Rife Temple
Third and St. James

OROVILLEConner’s Jewelers
PACIFIC GROVEWell Jewelers
REDDINGHalling’s Jewelers

PROMISE

TRIUMPH

TRIBUTE

"Once in a long time there comes an artist who can so
immerse himself in music that his singing becomes an
exalted meditation ... "

Nems TaylorNEW YORK TIMES
"Roland Hayes, internationally acclaimed Liedersinger,

is marvelous. Within his stylistic assumptions he performs with a still astounding richness of vocal resource,
concentration and rhythm."

Michael SteinbergTHE BOSTON GLOBE

"He is one of the greatest living artists in the field he
has chosen."
--LONDON TIMES
Rese;red tickets Available at

Sherman & Clay Box Office
89 So. First
293.6252

St

SO

No. Winchester
248-6124

All styles shown with their little thrones charmingly gilt boxed
from S150 to $1200 backed by the written ArtCarved
guarantee and Permanent Value Plan

21/4,--t Carved’
DIAM DI.NyOND FWNIGS
Fo, hie folder write J R Wood & Bens, Inc

216 E

451h Si New

YorE

10017

;
freilew

Sausage, 2 Eggs, Hash Browns & Toast

TOP SCORERS
Delaney and King are the top
point-getters, averaging 14.6 points
apiece.
Mowever, the bright spot on the
club recently, according to Glines,
has been Holman.
Besides averaging 12 markers
per game, Holman always draws
the toughest defensive assignment.
"He did a great job against
Stanford’s Don Griffin, the top
prep player in Northern California
last year," Glines said of his 6-1
backcourt ace.
Tonight, Holman will guard
Williams.
Glines reported that King is in
excellent shape after sustaining
an injury in the pelvis area Monday night against Stanford.

I

REEDLEYKenrnore Jewelers
RICHMOND--William R. Stribley
ROSEVILLEMorgan F. Lawson Jeweler
SACRAMENTOEdwin A. Grebitus & Sons
SAN BRUNOBostrom’s Jewelers
SAN FRANCISCOEd Togges Jewelers
SAN GABRIELG. H. Wilke
SANGERKenmore Jewelers
SAN JOSEHudson’s Jewelers
SAN JOSEPaill’s Jewelers
SAN LEANDROChase Jewelers
SAN MATEOJohn J. Pecten
SAN RAFAELHerbert 1. Rohrer
SANTA CRUZDell Williams Jewelers
SANTA ROSAE. R. Sawyer Jewelers
SHERMAN OAKS--Berggren Jewelers
TEMPLE CITYFitzjohn Jewelry
STOCKTONSeymour Jewelery
STOCKTONBorelli Jewelers
UKIAHJohn O. Wonder
VALLEJOHarold & Paul
WALNUT CREEKRinehart’s
WEST COVINAGaylord’s Jewelers
WESTMINSTERGarver’s Jewelers

Deaiers

S-sl)viiTvN mil V

in.

Talk Scheduled
On Foreign Study
International Programs. will discuss opportunities for osersi-Js
study

Monday

:Li

3,30

p.m.

Folk Mtuie Club, 1:30 p.m., ProInternational Students Organi- fessor Dmid P. Hatehes’ home,
/ ition, 3:30 p.m., F.:132, Christmas must signup on list of door of
A115.
pirty, *Alter tainment.
LDS Church, 12:30 p.m., 10th
SJS Young Repuhlicans, 8 p.m.,
and San Fernando, guest speaker.
1767 Welch Avenue Apt. 3, Y.R.
party, BYO. Dress is dressy sport. TOMORROW
Alpha Eta Sigma (Accountants
Week-end Co-IRee, 12:30 p.m.,
llonorary Society:, 6:30 p.m. De Women.% Gym, PER and Mens
Hotel, election meeting.
Gym, 12:30-4:30 p.m. badminton,
Industrial Technology Society, 8 table tennis, volleyball; 1 p.m. -4
p.m., annual Christmas Party con- p.m. :miming; 1:30 p.m. -3:30 p.m.
tact Dean Swimson for detaiLs- gymnast les, trampoline and
295-7963.
weightlifting.
Tri-ileta, 6:30 p.m., Garden City
LDS Church, 7:30 p.m., TOth
liofbrau, initiation of new mem- a nd San Fernando, Christmas
lkyrs, all members invited.
prograrn designed to present the
Spartan Tri-C, 8 p.m., Rickey’s true Cristmas Story.
Hyatt House, Palo Alto, annual
Cerele Francais:, Circulo
Christmas banquet, for informaCirculo Castilano, 8 p.m., Intertion call 293-4911.
national Student Center, j ol n t
Christmas Party, with a buffet
dinner and dancing. Cost 50 cents
per person to be payed at the door.
Extenders, Agnews Volunteers,
8:45 a.m., In front of the Big Dipper on San Fernwido.
TODAY

Dr. Thomas P. Lantos. director
of the California State Colleges

in

CH150.
Students interested in applying
for OVerSt.(15 study next year may
obtain information brochures and
application forms it ADM269.
Interview appointments to see
Dr. Lantos may be made by contacting Dr. Harris Nlartin. associate professor of hist Li r y .
CH217.

ea p e

9:04.-

"66"

SUNDAY

.-AA:),7
$14

Tomboy Gauntlet

E31_.001/I’S

Tan, Red, Black,
and Green Suede

SI-ICDMS
Volley Fa.r Center

135 S. lst Downtown

Spartan Trl-C, 9 p.m., Second
and San Antonio, First Baptist
Church Auditorium, annual CRY
79 S. Fifth St., first annual Christmas Pmgram, refreshments Will be
Newman Choir Chriatmaa Program. 8:15 p.m., Newnum C.enter
79 S. Fifth St., first annual Christmas Program, refreshments will be
,,erntN1

Spartan Daily Classified
111===1111411111112111=M

C.E. 99 OR MATH 133
TUTOR WANTED. t_
295.3971.
MUSICIAN WANTED.

SWING.A TI-tON

TOYS

NOTES OR

FOR

TOTS.

SPRING ELECTiVE NEEDED,

HARDLY USED. Heath stereo w/AR-2a
Am-im tuner. Preamp.
.
;
C., Bob at 293-9661.
-HrAD COMP. GS. 210. Nevada 8,
,eason. $120. 295.3919

POLAROID 100. W/carry. case & flesh.
N.
ne.,er used. Inc. 6 pkg. color film.
b 8 w. 24 flash bulbs. $200 cost. Pey
j ’
293.9991 Rm. 73. A. Jorgensen eft.

MIL TRADE CUSTOM wALNU- BAR

PlANO. Ebony console. Seldomly used.
264.5896.

WANTED

HFAD COMP. G.S. 210. W/bindings.
.

IIIIE==ZSN
’62 SPRITE.
63 MONZA CONV.
P
4
’63 VW CAMPER
SACRIFICE
62 CORVAIP, SPYDFR CONY
t.

GREAT BOOKS SET FOR SALE. Book
.
new. $250. 292-9799

x.1;FN

’58 FORD CONV
VW 57

’56 CHEV. BEL. AIRE .
RACE PREPARED. -.

’63

.!’
SPYDER

CORVAIR

SA’ ...o ,
?"?’"?
CONV.

’58 ALFA ROMEO ROADSTER
65 HONDA

".

’or)

50 GMC 1/2

,ut

62 AUSTIN HEA.1

CADILLAC LIMOSINT
56 CHEv
NEW .124,r GILERA CYCLE.

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

SURFBOARD. 10 ft. Good
298-7492.
-cmp G.S. 6’3". Market
Usad
$100. 298-0515.

NOW RENTING: Near downtown, designed for students. Close to shopping &
bus. Villa Grande Apts. 175 Sutter St.
2 bdrna.. 2 bath. $110. 2 bdrm. one bath
$95. Call Chuck DelGrande or Dick
Chappell 248-7330.
STUDENT NEEDED TO SHARE 3 BDRM
HOUSE W/2 MALES. $30 mo. 286-4019.
GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
SALE. Spring semester. Phone 294-4840.
GIRL ROOM1E. Charming house. Own
room. 3 blks. SJS $44 mo. 297-9330.

PART TIME OR FULL TIME SALESMEN
SALESLADIES & DISTRIBUTORS WANTED.
ijity
AAA -1 national product
y sold only to industry de gov
L t nrow being packaged for house I Jss List in on the ground floor of
s
spportunity. Details & inPERSONALS 171
Sa
1, 10AM-2PM St.
Pm. 539.
CUSTOM made contemporary wedding
rings. Geo. Larimore. 354-1273.
HOUSING (5)
SERVICES 18)
570 MODERN BACH. APT. Clean, quiet.
IJcper class rsale. 617 S. 9th. 298-0602. TYPING SERVICE - East San Jose.
PRIVATE ROOM. Separate entrance & 258-4335.
AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.
hzsrne. Girl. $40. 292-1327.
Chet Bailey. 286 5386. 449 W. San
2 PDRM APT, modn. $120 1/2 bli SJS. Carlos.
.
Loh,. Girls. 292-1327.
TYPING. Term papers, thesis, etc. Pica
I BILRM
s Los. drps. furn. All eles. electric. 243-6313.
& Peed. 248-9145.
FAST SERVICE GUARANTEED. Typing
5115 RENTS A 2 BDRM ONE BATH for students. Thesis, term papers, letters.
HOME. Cornell, furn. & will accom. 4 etc. Exp. pica. 292.3274.
440 Elizabeth St. 11/2 blks. from EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable.
Realty 259.4230.
Phone 294-3772. 9-6.
2 BDRMS. Furn. Paneled Worm. Rees- TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced,
J in. Mr. 547 S. I Ith Apt. *1. 286- accurate, & dependable. 259-4710.
,
TYPING. All kinds. IBM electric. Work
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378.8577.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time
2 lines
3 lines

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS.
1206, San Jose State
College, San Jose 14,
Calif.

NEW SPACIOUS APTS. Furn. Fireplaces.
2 baths. Lg. closets. Sundeck. Color T.V.
& party room. Close to SJS. Now taking
spring reserve. 215 S. 12th. 295-4591 or
286-3292.
I & 2 BORNS. Furn. Dlx. Pool. Close to
SJS. $120 & up. 295-8514, 295-5553.
WANT FEMALE TO SHARE 2 IIDRM.
APT. 785 Locust. Pat Chavez, 298.3221.
NOW I WK. FREE. 1 bdrm. apts. 741
S. 6th. 295-8531. $90.
LG. 2 BDRM. FURN. APT. Quiet. Wash.
& dryer. Garage. 546 S. 5th. 294-3810.
TRANQUIL MANOR. Girls boarding
house. Contract. Lrg. disct. 264-5981.
BEAUT. MODERN 2 BORM. FURN. APT.
556 S. I lth. 295-1265.
FEMALE STUDENTS: Room & board.
Unappd. house. 3 blks. SJS. Hi-fi. T.V.
Fireplace. Italian cook. No contract. $80
rno. 286-4331.
CONTRACT FOR SALE. I girl. Kennedy
Hall. Jeri. Phone 298-2206. Spring sem.
COMPLETELY FURN. MODERN
BDRM. APT. W/elec. kit. Pool. $150.
2895 Almaden Rd. Phone 266.6146.

wESTINGHOUSE prtble. stereo like new
24 -after 5 p.m.
CUTE SMALL CHIHUAHTJA
SiO. 297-8215.
SKIS.
Wirh bindings. 293- SPACIOUS I BDRM. APT. FURNISHED.
blks. SJS 475 S. 4th #8.
_
BOYS’ BICYCLE 8 BICYCLE CARRIER 5 ROOM FLAT FOR RENT. $85 per mo.
FOR AUTO.
.
’or S25. Information 133 E. Reed or SE 1-4142.
-

a

TRANSPORTATION 191
3 NEED RIDE TO SAVANNAH, GEO.
XMAS VACATION. Ca!I 294-2922.

One time Three times Five times
50c a line 25c a line 20c a line
$1.00
$1.50
$2.00
1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines
Add this
amount for
each additional line

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

TOwSr.

CAR GOING FAST TO ST. LOUIS VIA
U.S. 66. Sher. driving & gas. Call Janne
Rankin between 9.5. 327-0141. Leaving
Des 17
RIDE OR CAR POOL ).-4-IANTEb DAILY
FROM CUPERTINO AREA. 253-2586.
NEED RIDE TO CHICAGO Fbit kijAS.
Call 294.6019. Ask for Tom. 109-8.
WANTED: To 8, from Aspen, Colo. or
VP.
Cell 297-8765.
RIDERS WANTED TO SHARE EXP. T6
1 A DEC. 20. Mon. morn. 294-2293.

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

DRIVING ROUNDTRIP SEATTLE DEC.
18. Return SJ Jan. 2. Barney. 297-9022.
NEED RIDE TO SAN DIEGO XMAS.
Share expenses. J. Bogart 294-2916.

CI Announcements (I)
n Automotive (2)
n For Sale (3)
D Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
T1 Lost and round (6)
ri Personals (7)
Li Services (8)
El Transportation (9)

To place an ad:
Visit the
Classified Adv. Office - J206
Daily

Name
Run Ad

AddraSS

Applications
Ready for Jobs
In Civil Service

Spartaguide

1985

TrI.C. seminar. 9:45 a.m., forum
5:45 p.m., Tri-C bldg. Third and
San Antonio.

Information regarding 1966 summer positions with the U.S. Civil
Service Commission has been re-

MONDAY
Arnorican Meteorological So4-Iety, 7:30 p.m., E329, Ronald Collis,
head of the radar aerophysicm
group at Stanford Research Institute, will speak on "Lidar-A Nev.,
Atmospheric Probe." General public is invited to attend.

ceived by the Placement Center
ADM234, according to Edward Vkf.
Clements, placement officer.
These jobs are for office and
science assistant positions and include positions as clerks, stenographer, typists, office machine operator. biological and mathematical aids.
The closing date for filing application is January 3, 1966. Citizenship is not required.
Further information and application forms may be obtained from
the Placement Center, Dr. Clements said.

TUESDAY
Social Work Club, 3:30 p.m.,
C11167, guest speaker to talk on
the Economics Opportunities Act
and what it means to the community.
American Marketing AROCIS;
don, 6:30 p.m.. Hawaiian Gardens,
guest speaker to talk on "V.’omen
In Marketing," nomination of officers for next semester.
’PRINTER’S BUG’
Under thc nameplate of the
Spartan Daily appears a tiny union label insignia called the "printer’s bug." It identifies the shop
where the newspaper is published.

AUTOGRAPH - Sparta Life Editor Linda Sullivan shows SJS
Vice President William J. Dusel the first edition of the new campus
feature magazine. The publication is selling for 75 cents.

Job Interviews
All Interviews are held in the
Placement Center, AD3I234. Appointment signups are now being
taken for all December interviews. January grads are urge4I
potutible In
to sign up aa t000n
the Placement Center.

RENT A

Special Student Rates
Or

Rent To Own

kk’EDNESDAY
I ’.s. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICONSERVAS0 I
( i
sERVICE: engineering maTi(
H.:;. citizenship is required.
Area of work is California.

Mnay career employment opportunities will be available to 1966
graduates through the Placement
Center.
Candidates for a 1966 degree
should obtain the necessary forms
in ADM234 and schedule an interview appointment with a placement counselor as soon as possible
to prepare for on-campus inter’dews next semester, according to
Mrs. Schaaf.
More than 250 employers will
interview anticipating graduates
on campus. These recruiters will
represent local and national companies as well as city, state and
Federal Government agencies
noted the business and industrial
placement supervisor. Early registration is essential for students
wishing to fully utilize the services
offered, she added.

Interviews Today
Representatives from the South
Bay Union Elementary School District, Imperial Beach (San Diego
County), will be on campus today
to interview elementary teacher
candidates.
Interested candidates may sign
up for an interview in the Placement Center ADM234.

Tiiimmieim000mormiiiminoi

Glass of
Beer

TYPEWRITER

TUESDAY
UNITED AIRLINES: open to all
fur positions tts stewardess.
Permanent visa is required.
PERsONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION: 1111SiTICSS administration and
liberal arts majors for positions
as sales representative. Arca of
work is northern California.

Job Service
Available
To Grads
Sigma Delta Chi
Seniors and graduate students
expecting to receive degrees this
June or in summer session are requested to register now with the
Placement Center ADM234, said
Mrs. Mary Schaaf, business and
industrial placement supervisor.

Salami
Sandwich

45’

170 South Second

GOLDEN STAR
DELICATESSEN

Phone 286-2 610

Corner 2nd & Santa Clara

BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

From the Grand Old Opry

To Offer Awards
For Manuscripts

AND THE

BLUE GRASS BOYS

IN TWO CONCERTS
BERKELEY SAT. DEC. 11. 8:30 P.M.
Garfield Jr. High School Auditorium
P
PALO ALTO SUN. DEC. 12. 8:30 P.M.
Palo Alto High School
Palo At.
El Camino and L
All Tickets S2.00 of fhe door
for information & reservations call 327-7066

Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalistic society, is offering cash awards totaling $500
for articles pertaining to the field
of journalism.
Deadline for the first annual
Sigma Delta Chi Foundation Writing Awards contest is Dec. 31.
Manuscripts. with a limit of
2,500 words. should be submitted
to the Sigma Delta Chi Foundation, 35 E. Wacker Dr., Room 8.52,
Chicago, III.
Biographical sketch and photo .
of author should accompany each
ent ry.
Unler contest rules, entries will j
he judged for "contributions to a
fuller understanding by journalists
and/or the public of the role and
responsibilities of journalists as
practitioners and journalism as a
profession."

Hold your cool with Hamm’s

No Sweat

T-shirts & sweat shirts

41Ik

RULE ON CREDIT
SPRINGFIFILD, Mo. i
Gene Brinkman had to buy a bull
for ()1(’ Ranch, .1 unct ion City,
Kan., so he purchased an animal
with a credit card.
The motel (Howard Johnson
Motor Lodge) where he was stas
ing hcrc honored his request
charge the price of the hull on I
credit erl rd.
SO I
1:111 FINIO1 "It1,111 $1 1
phone :F.2 10: hull $3,000.

(Peid Religious Advertisement)

Even If
Even if Jesus Christ were not the Son of God, but just a great
teacher. wouldn’t it be worth your while to learn more about this man
who changed the entire course of world history?
Ewin if the Bible were not the inerrant, infallible, inspired Word
of God, shouldn’t you, as a well-informed collegian, be familiar with
this all-time best seller and great work of literature?
Even if heaven and hell were mythological remnants from the
past. shouldn’t you consider the real possibility of some kind of life
after death?
Even if all religions have sorne truth in them, shouldn’t you consider Christianity which claims to have the entire truth, the religion
whose founder said He was "the way, the truth end the life" (John
14:6)
Even if the Christians you know are lukewarm or hypocritical,
shouldn’t you see for yourself what they claim to know regarding a
living person, Jesus Christ?
Even if there wore no God at all, wouldn’t a life based on the
teachings of Jesus Christ be the best kind of life for you and for your
fellow man?
Even if the Bible and Jesus Christ and the Christie faith seem
irrelevant today. shouldn’t you seek the reasons why millions down
through the ages have completely sold -out themselves to Jesus Christ?
What if the claims of Christianity are true? What if you have
been wrong about Jesus Christ, God and the Bible? Have you
looked et the issues and the facts? A true believer in Christ proclaims that you need have no doubts. that you can throw all "ifs,"
"ands," and "buts" out of your life and rejoice in the certain knowledge of a personal Savior and Friend. Jesus Christ, the one and only
mediator between God and man.

^.1

Get your order in for one or more of
these all -cotton pullovers. Sweat shirts
available in either long or short sleeves.
3 designs to choose from:
PO: StatusSymbols, P.O. Box 9304, St. Paul, Minn. 55177
Sweat shirts
Sweat shirts
T.Shirts
Design
(short sleeve)
(Ion sleeve
M
t.
XL
M
L
XL
M
L
XL
AR
C
I

Please rush me____T-Shirt(s) n. 890
Please rush me ___ Sweat Shi t(s)
$1.99
I am enclosing L3 check I.J cash Ll money

(Slat & design as
the Med 00000 1
Oks & design as
che ked above)
order

Name

Phone

10:30-3:30

(No. of days) Enclose $

Snd in handy ord.
blank. Enclose
cash or chock Mak check out fa
Spartan Daily Classifieds.

Starting Date
L

Phone 04-6414, Est. 24041

I

BILL MONROE

Address

Contemporary Christians on Campus
I

Box 11791 Palo Alto
. Hoirlia111111111111111111111111P11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111

I

City

State
Zip
61965 Theo Hamar Brewing Co.. Went& on St. Paul, Minn.,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Houston.

r

